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Abstract: We present results from experiments, numerical simulations and analytic 

modeling, demonstrating enhanced hohlraum performance. Care in the fabrication and 

handling of hohlraums with walls consisting of high-Z mixtures (cocktails) has led to our 

demonstration, for the first time, of a significant increase in radiation temperature (up to 

+7eV at 300 eV) compared to a pure Au hohlraum, in agreement with predictions and 

ascribable to reduced wall losses.   The data extrapolated to full NIF suggest we can 

expect an 18% reduction in wall loss for the current ignition design by switching to 

cocktail hohlraums, consistent with requirements for ignition with 1MJ laser energy. 
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  Increasing hohlraum coupling efficiency for ignition experiments at the National 

Ignition Facility (NIF) is desired to achieve ignition using laser driven inertial 

confinement fusion. Current designs show a threshold for ignition at a fixed energy of 

EC=0.14MJ to be deposited into the fusion capsule in the center of hohlraum.  To achieve 

this, a laser energy ELaser >> EC has to be first deposited inside the hohlraum through 

Laser Entrance Holes (LEH), for which a large fraction (taking into account possible 

scattering losses EScatter,) is designed to be absorbed by the hohlraum wall and converted 

into x-rays  with an efficiency ηCE. In indirect drive ignition using hohlraums only a 

fraction of the x-radiation directly produced will illuminate the capsule, since the 

majority will get absorbed and only partially reemitted by the hohlraum walls or escape 

through the LEH. Thus reducing the x-ray flux that is lost to the wall Ewall and through 

the LEH ELEH increases the energy on the capsule, thereby allowing ignition at lower 

laser energy or providing increased margin for ignition at high laser energy, as described 

by the following energy balance equation.[1] 

LEHwallCEScatterlaserC
EEEEE !!!= ")(     (1) 

Once the x-radiation produced by the incident laser illuminates the wall, wall material is 

heated up by absorption, ablated and highly ionized resulting in re-emission and excited 

states. The fraction that is not re-emitted back into the hohlraum drives a thermal 

diffusion wave into the cold wall, the so-called Marshak wave [2]. The amount of energy 

that diffuses into the wall – the wall loss – depends on the heat capacity ε of the wall 

material and the amount of material heated. The areal mass of the heated material mF is 

equal to the product of the penetration depth of the heat front xM, (the Marshak depth) 

and the density of the material ρ. Assuming power law dependencies for the opacity 
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κ and specific heat as functions of temperature T, and for T as a function of time, an 

analytic similarity solution can be found for a subsonic heat front where the amount of 

heated mass is given by !"# /
42
tTm

F
$ . Typically results for κ and ε for Au can be 

found using a fit to more detailed equations of state [3,4] 
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where T is in heV and ρ in g/cm3.  These equations describe a subsonic wall loss that 

includes an isothermal rarefaction treatment of ρ as [4]: 

          (4) 

Thus in order to reduce the wall loss, we need low specific heat and high opacity, which 

increases the albedo α and therefore leads to higher reemission and consequently, at fixed 

incident laser energy, higher T. Here F represents the heat flux absorbed by the wall. In 

addition we see from Eq. (1) that the wall material must also be chosen to provide 

sufficient conversion efficiency to ensure efficient production of x-rays. 

Previous experiments have indicated [5-7] that wall opacity can be increased by using a 

combination of high-Z materials, “cocktails”. These are typically fabricated by co-

sputtering materials onto a substrate or by sequentially depositing individual thin layers 

whose thicknesses are much less than one radiation mean free path. The materials are 

chosen to provide overlapping energy bands to fill spectral ranges with low opacity of 

one material with high opacity in the same spectral range of another material, while still 

maintaining high average Z and thus low specific heat. By comparing the calculated wall 

losses for various combinations of materials irradiated by a time dependent radiation 

source from an ICF ignition hohlraum design, we found that a combination of 60% U 
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(alloyed with 6% of Nb), 20% Dy and 20% Au should provide significant reduction in 

wall loss. For this cocktail mixture the approximate power laws for κ and ε [4]are: 

AuCT TTgcm !""! #==
$$ 53.008.09.01.012 86.0/5670)(     (5) 

AuCT gMJ !! 95.0)/( =      (6) 

 Figure 1 shows the cold opacities for Au and U and Dy from the CXRO data tables [9] 

The insert compares the warm Rosseland mean opacities of Au and CT as approximated 

by power law fits (Eqs. (2), (5)) in the temperature range of interest.  

Using these equations we can now develop the analytical expressions for the wall loss 

[4,8], (with E in hJ, A in mm2, T in heV, t in ns). 

59.03.3

0_ 58.0 tTAE
wallAuwall

!!!=    (7) 

for Au, assuming a constant radiation temperature T(t)=T0 and  

57.01.3

0_ 60.0 tTAE
wallCTwall

!!!=    (8) 

for the cocktail described above. Equations (5), (7), (8) indicate that cocktails become 

more advantageous at higher radiation temperature scaling as 2.0)(/ !
" tTEE

AuCT
 

predicting a wall loss ratio Ewall_CT/Ewall_Au of pure cocktail compared to pure Au of 92% 

for a radiation temperature of 180 eV, 84.5% for of 270 eV and 83% for 305 eV after 

t=1ns of a flat drive profile. In order to reach these values care has to be taken to avoid 

contamination of the cocktail with low Z material, which increases the heat capacity and 

thus the wall loss. For example, the addition of 40% oxygen to CT, which represents the 

bonding of one O atom to each U and Dy atom, increases the heat capacity of the CT 

material sufficiently to increase wall loss for cocktails by a factor of 1.07, significantly 

reducing the advantage of the cocktail.  
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We demonstrate the enhancement with cocktails by performing experiments at the 

Omega Laser Facility [10] in which we compared T of Au and cocktail hohlraums, driven 

with the same laser energy, since we believe past attempts at demonstrating an increase in 

T [11] may have been influenced by oxygen contamination. The amount of oxygen in the 

coating material was controlled by a new hohlraum manufacturing process. Also, 

improved material quality controls and new handling techniques were implemented. The 

new process employs a Au substrate hohlraum split in two along the hohlraum axis 

producing two shaped halves. A total of 5µm of cocktail material is co-sputtered onto the 

inside surface of the halves before re-assembly, which produces a well-mixed 

composition of U(Nb), Dy and Au and allows for easy characterization. The cocktail is 

then over-coated with 0.2 µm Au liner. This Au liner serves to prevent oxygen from 

getting to the cocktail material. All hohlraums used had a wall thickness of 100 µm for 

additional mechanical stability and the sizes were chosen to keep a constant LEH 

area/wall area ratio of 11%. The finished hohlraums were stored in nitrogen filled 

containers until one hour before each experiment. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the new 

method. The finished coatings were analyzed using Auger spectroscopy and it was found 

that the amount of oxygen directly underneath the 0.2 µm Au layer was 5-10%, which 

remained stable for weeks in a controlled nitrogen atmosphere, and is predicted to have 

just a small (2%) influence on the wall loss. 

In order to test the physics model that predicts a scaling of cocktail performance as a 

function of radiation temperature T experiments were performed using scale 3/4 (2.06 

mm long x 1.2 mm dia, 0.8 mm LEH) hohlraums driven by 20kJ of 3 ω laser energy for 

an expected T of 270eV and scale 3/4 hohlraums driven by a laser energy of 10kJ for an 
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expected T of 185 eV. The maximum T was achieved with scale 5/8 hohlraums driven by 

20kJ for an expected T of 305 eV. The pulse length for all experiments was 1 ns. In order 

to calculate the expected improvements using the described hohlraums with cocktail 

walls we start from the energy balance eq. (1) modified to account for the fact that these 

hohlraums did not contain a capsule. 

LEHwallCEScatterlaser
EEEE +=! ")(   (9) 

with the LEH loss given by: 

! 

E
LEH

= A
LEH

"# " T(t)$
4

dt    (10) 

Calculations [4] show that ηCE increases as t0.2. Thus Eq (9), with wall loss dominating, 

leads to a prediction, confirmed by empirical data, that a 1ns square pulse at Omega 

produces a radiation temperature which rises with T ~t0.18 , which modifies eq. (7), (8) 

and (10) into [4] 
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with To describing the peak radiation temperature at the end of the pulse. Using Eq. (11) 

and (12) we obtain modified wall loss ratios of 93% (180eV), 86.5% (270eV) and 84.5% 

(305eV). These calculated data can be compared to radiation-hydrodynamics calculations 

using the code LASNEX, resulting in slightly higher losses of 96.7%, 88.6% and 86.1%. 

The simulations employ the actual laser pulse shape and measured LEH size and assume 

low backscatter as measured. 
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 In addition to these wall losses we have to account for the influence of the 0.2 µm Au 

liner, which reduces the influence of the cocktail improvement on wall loss. The Marshak 

depth for a cocktail (t=1, To=2.7) is given by [4,12]: 

3.19/00088.0
8.07.1

0
tTm

F
!!=  = 2.5µm, (14) 

thus predicting that for a 1ns pulse of 270eV about 21% of the energy is deposited into 

the 0.2µm layer of Au. Even though the Au liner thickness is only ~8% of the Marshak 

depth it contains much kinetic energy and significantly influences the radiation flow 

deeper into the wall.  Thus the Au liner reduces the effectiveness of the cocktail hohlraum 

and changes the wall loss ratios for the present experiments to 96% (180 eV), 89.5% 

(270eV) and 87% (305 eV). Taking into account the additional small amount of oxygen 

measured in the wall will reduce the wall loss ratios further to 97% (180 eV), 90.5% 

(270eV) and 88% (305 eV). These values are very close to LASNEX results, taking into 

account the Au liner: 98% (180eV), 91.2% (270eV) and 88.6% (305eV). 

The absolute flux was measured time resolved for all experiments using a broadband 10 

channel soft x-ray spectrometer “Dante” [13] over an energy range from 0-5 keV. The 

radiation temperature was derived by integrating over the x-ray flux taking into account 

the effective x-ray source size given by the line of sight of Dante to the LEH. The error 

from absolute calibrations of Dante amounts to 3% in absolute T and 0.7 % in relative T, 

the latter ascribed to shot-to-shot laser energy uncertainty (1% in flux) and source size 

tolerances (2% in flux). The source size was monitored using a soft x-ray imager with 

50ps temporal resolution. 

Figure 3 shows the measured and LASNEX simulated time history of the radiation 

temperature together with the Dante spectrum for cocktail and Au hohlraum experiments 
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(scale 3/4, 20kJ). After initially applying the laser pulse, the inferred radiation 

temperature increases in ~300ps to a value of 230eV. Afterwards it continues to increase 

more slowly with time (~t0.18) as assumed in the analytic model Eq (11)-(13). Both the 

experimental data and LASNEX show that the advantage of cocktail over pure Au is 

temperature and time dependent in agreement with predictions. The Dante spectrum at 

the peak of the drive (fig 3. insert) indicates that the cocktail is more advantageous below 

2keV, whereas the strong M-band emission of Au cancels any advantage in the region 

above 2keV as expected [14]. This is consistent with integrated Dante flux 

measurements. We can define the M-band fraction as the ratio of the radiation flux 

between 2-5keV to the total flux, which is higher for pure Au in all experiments ranging 

from 20% at 305 eV for scale 5/8 to 6% for the 200eV hohlraums. The corresponding 

cocktail results are 17.5% and 5.5%, respectively. The flux above 2keV was analyzed by 

time integrated spectroscopy and it was found that while in the case of Au the radiation is 

mainly produced by Au M-band emission on top of the black body continuum the 

Cocktails show mostly U and Dy specific transitions above 3.5keV, with weaker Au lines 

as expected.  

Additional diagnostics used were Full Aperture Backscattering (FABS) and Near 

Backscatter Imager (NBI) to determine the influence of backscattered laser energy from 

Laser Plasma Interactions (LPI) on T cocktail and Au hohlraums. With some defocusing 

of the laser beams the intensity at the LEH was adjusted to 2*1015 W/cm2. The resulting 

backscattered to total laser energy fraction ranged from ca 7% for the smaller 300eV 

hohlraums to ca 1.5% in the 180eV case, with no difference between Au and cocktail. 

The backscattered laser energy due to Brillouin (SBS) and Raman (SRS) Scattering were 
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measured separately, with SBS being higher than SRS by at least a factor of 2. These 

findings indicate the lack of large quantities of low-Z impurities in these experiments.  

Figure 4 shows the results of the flux measurements at the peak of the drive together with 

curves of expected increase in radiation temperature, based on Eqs (9),(12), allowing for 

various level of oxygen in the wall as a function of radiation temperature. The 

experimental results of this campaign show an increase in T of 1eV to 7eV in agreement 

with the analytical predictions for Au lined CT hohlraums with 10% oxygen 

concentration as measured by Auger spectroscopy. Each datapoint is the result of two 

experiments comparing a cocktail hohlraum to a corresponding Au hohlraum, with one 

datapoint (circled) lying significantly outside the prediction (figure 4). This may be due 

to insufficient thickness of the CT layer, which was not tested for this particular target. 

We now extrapolate these results to the NIF ignition hohlraum drive which ends with a 

3ns pulse yielding a 300 eV radiation temperature.  The wall loss for a Au layered 

cocktail drops further than shown for the Omega experiments due to the time dependence 

of the wall loss ratio Ewrall_CT/Ewall_Au~T0
-0.19t-0.05 and the larger penetration depth of the 

Marshak wave (~8µm), which in turn greatly reduces the influence of the 0.2 µm Au 

liner. Thus for a NIF ignition pulse [15] we can expect to see the wall loss ratio reduced 

to 81% (no oxygen) and 82.5% (w/10% oxygen) for a slow rising T ~t0.18 pulse, providing 

the necessary energy margin to achieve ignition at 1MJ laser energy.  

In summary we presented experiments demonstrating that by controlled target production 

and handling cocktail hohlraums can be manufactured with low oxygen content that 

lower the opacity without increasing the heat capacity to reduce the wall loss thus 
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producing results in very good agreement with modeling predictions and with important 

implications for ignition target performance on the NIF. 
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Figure Captions: 

 

Figure 1: Frequency dependent cold opacity of cocktail materials using overlapping 

energy bands to fill low-opacity regions. Also shown (small insert) is the opacity of Au 

and cocktail (CT) between a radiation temperature of 150eV and 300eV according to an 

approximation described in Eqs. (2) (5) assuming a density of 1g/cc relevant to the 

experiments described in this paper. 

 

Figure 2: Picture of new cocktail hohlraum before assembly. Also shown is the 

experimental setup including major diagnostics (blue arrows depict optical radiation, red 

arrows depict x-radiation) 

 

Figure 3: T as function of time as modeled by LASNEX and compared to measurements 

(CT – squares, Au - circles). Also shown (small insert) are the spectra at 1.1 ns as 

measured by Dante for Au (solid) and CT (dashed). 

 

Figure 4: Increase of radiation temperature as a function of radiation temperature. 

Measurements are shown with error bars, lines represent expected increase for cocktail 

wall, (no O2 with Au liner– dotted line, 10% O2 with Au liner – solid line, 40% O2 with 
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Au liner – dashed line), LASNEX results for non-lined (triangles) and lined (crosses) 

cocktails are shown as well . 
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Figure 1 : 
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Figure 2 : 
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Figure 3 :  
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Figure4

with Au layer 
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